Veterans Day 2011

Please join us to mark this special day at Rutgers on Thursday, November 10, 2011

Beginning at 9:50 AM at the historic Kirkpatrick Chapel on Old Queens
George & Somerset Streets
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

Key Note Speaker: COL (RET) Jack Jacobs
Alumnus & Medal of Honor Recipient

Richard McCormick, President Rutgers University
Richard Carbone, CFO Prudential
George Lisicki, Past National Commander in Chief of the VFW

Beginning at 11:30 AM at Winants Hall on Old Queens
7 College Ave, New Brunswick, NJ 08901
Adjacent to Kirkpatrick Chapel

A short lecture on the history of Rutgers and the U.S. Military followed by a panel discussion

The panel includes veterans from World War II, Korea, Vietnam (COL Jacobs), and Iraq/Afghanistan

Immediately following is a Post Lecture Reception and Informal Discussion